Easy Birdhouses & Feeders: Simple Projects To Attract & Retain The Birds You Want (BirdWatcher's Digest)
Building birdhouses is yet another way to enjoy the birds in our backyard, and author Michael Berger explains in his book Easy Birdhouses & Feeders that you don’t need a lot of tools or advanced equipment to create useful shelters for our avian friends. Here you’ll learn how to make and install a simple nesting birdhouse out of a flowerpot.  

**Flower Pot Nesting House**  
Notice the groove in the bottom of the wood semicircular front that allows water to drain from the bview larger Flowerpot Nesting House Birds are ingenious little creatures, and many are not picky about what they build a house in. I’ve seen wrens build houses in discarded watering cans, robins on top of old wheelbarrows, and sparrows just about anywhere you’d rather they didn’t. This house takes advantage of that tendency and can be used by a variety of small songbird species. Consisting of nothing more than a clay flowerpot and a semicircle of wood, the flowerpot house is extremely easy to build and provides a nice bit of shelter when tucked into a tree’s forking branches or mounted in any sheltered location. Note: If you live in a region or neighborhood where predation is a concern, incorporate a suitable predator guard into your plans.  

**Birdhouse Placement**  
When mounting the birdhouse, you can use a wood screw and a large fender washer driven through the drainage hole at the base of the pot (which now serves as the back of the house).  

**Tools, Hardware, and Supplies You’ll Need**  
- Jigsaw  
- Round file  
- 6½"-dia. clay flower pot  
- 6"-dia. wood circle (from scrap), cut in half  
- Construction adhesive or silicone caulk  
- 1" or larger fender washer and 3" exterior screw  

**Building the Birdhouse**  
1. Measure the inside diameter of the opening of your flowerpot; then draw a circle of that diameter on a scrap of cedar and use your jigsaw to cut it out. For a 6½"-dia. flowerpot like I used, your circle should be roughly 6" in diameter.  
2. Cut the wood circle in half; then use a round file to rasp a drain hole along the bottom curve of the semicircle.  
3. Use silicone caulk or construction adhesive to glue the wood semicircle into the opening of the flowerpot.  
4. To mount the flowerpot birdhouse on a tree trunk, slide a 1" or larger fender washer over a 3" screw; then drive the screw through the drainage hole in the bottom of the flowerpot and into the tree.  
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**Customer Reviews**

A great little book. Certainly the one that I would give to anyone wanting to build bird houses for birds rather than for their landscape architect. The instructions are clear and simple enough that I think anyone could work through them and create workable houses. Minimal power tools are required. I appreciate both the author’s brief anecdotes about birds and birding and that he encourages use of natural materials. I can think of few more wonderful ways to spend a Saturday than with a short stack of wood, this book, and my daughters making a bird house.

This is a great book for someone looking to build a birdhouse. There are several plans that I look forward to attempting. A few more pictures would have been helpful, especially where he includes nails and cable fasteners as pivot points. Besides that small critique, the rest of the book is full of information and helpful tips. Although small in size, it contains a considerable amount of material with little unnecessary filler.

Great for the novice birdhouse builder; easy to understand instructions and detailed diagrams. The photos are very nice and would recommend this book to anyone interested in constructing birdhouses.

Easy to follow plans. I'm going to make a bunch of them!

Have used this to make a couple of birdhouses with my son. A great time doing these projects together...
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